As White Lily comes within the physical body this evening, she wishes to
speak to you for these few moments upon the very thing that you have seen
demonstrated - HEALING. We know that it has been the subject of much of
the study within your classes, within the church, and demonstrated in various
ways, and at this time White Lily would like to enlarge upon it.
We know that in the past we have given lectures upon this subject and that
the majority of you have an understanding of the workings of this portion of
natural law. We know that you have the understanding of the force that
surrounds the physical bodies and how it is drawn upon forming a union
with other forces of like nature, drawn together through the same vibration
of thought that it might be applied to a physical body, wherever it might be
located, that healing might take place. Healing is one of the greatest gifts
that man has, and one that is privileged to have this force flow through him
unto others expresses the highest form of brotherhood, for you cannot be a
healer, you cannot have this visual life-giving force flow through you to
another human being unless you have deep love within yourself for that
other spark of God. Without this love this the channel would not be open;
the flow would be blocked. It would be dammed and healing would not be
given. Therefore, one that finds it possible to make of himself such a
channel surely has one of the greatest gifts that he can ever unfold.
We know that each and every individual has healing qualities within
himself. We know that this varies to the degree of the psychic centers
unfoldment, to the degree of the chemical analysis of that physical body, to
the spiritual awakening of the individual giving the healing, to many
different things. Yet each and every individual has within, this gift in
varying degrees. There is not a one, however small it might be, that cannot
bring it forth to a greater manifestation through understanding of the laws
governing the same, and through a deep spiritual desire to do good unto his
fellowman.
As we have said so many times, Jesus, the greatest of all mediums, had
developed each and every phase of psychic ability. There was nothing that
he did not understand of the workings of natural law, and yet of all these,
healing was the one that he used the most, for Jesus had within His being a
great depth of love for his fellowman. When he drew the multitudes unto
him that he might speak to them of the things of the spirit, he could not help
but see and feel compassion for the ills of the body. He knew that you could
not reach into the spirit, you could not open the door to understanding within

one that was so wrapped up in the misery of the physical body that he was
hardly aware of that which was being brought. He knew it was necessary
first that the body be made whole and then the spirit would receive.
We know that many understand as I say the force that he draws upon - the
love of God, to perform this act, but he does not understand that it is not
only in evidence within the physical world, to physical sight, but that it is
also in like proportion within the spirit world. When healing takes place the
spirit chemists gather close around and about the medium, the healer through
which the vital forces are to flow. They draw the healing force from the
body of the medium from accumulative forces already forming in spirit,
directing through thought waves the transference of this healing power
through this body into the other body receiving healing, whether present or
at a distance, it makes but little difference.
We know that healers have an understanding of the healing of the physical
body but they do not go far enough with their understanding to realize that in
truth they are dealing not alone with a physical body, but with the psychic
body, and beyond this, with the mind. As we have said within the past, the
mind is to the spirit as the brain is to the physical body. The mind is that
which lives on the spirit, being a part thereof, and it can only be through the
reaching through to the mind of the individual that healing can take place. If
the mind of the individual is closed against it, the spirit is not ready to
receive, and whatsoever might be done would be of no avail. Even within
your physical world, among the medical profession at this time, they are
starting to understanding the etheric body. They realize more and more that
this that man wears that he can see with visual means is but a covering for
the protection of the seed within, and more and more they are reaching
through in psychiatric help as well as medical, to the etheric body. They
have not as yet taken the last step and also come to the realization of the
mind that must be also prepared. In reality when healing takes place, it takes
place first within the etheric body. The body, the exact counterpart of the
one that is visual, but that is of spirit substance, and that through the
intervention of the mind, due to the condition of the physical body, has
become less than perfect, has ceased to manifest at the perfected rate. First
the vibration is set up within the mind of the individual, then it is transmitted
through the etheric body into effect in the physical, and for healing to take
lace it must take place in this order of sequence. It must first touch the mind
that there may be positive curative thoughts replacing negative ones and
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those of illnesses. Then the power revitalizes the etheric body. Healing is
then transmitted through to the physical body and the cure is perfected.
We know that many people have the understanding that the etheric body is
perfect. This is true in the sense that it is spirit and it cannot be destroyed,
but there are many individuals in spirit at this time, living solely within
etheric bodies that are still holding fast to crippled conditions that were a
part of their physical bodies. We know that many of you that are class
members remember the incident of the one coming that had been long in
spirit, that had been murdered through a knife being impressed within that
body, and he was still seeking release, still seeking a physical hand to
remove this physical object from his material body. One who had long
sense returned to the source from whence it came.
The etheric body is no more perfect than the thoughts of the etheric mind,
and as long as the thoughts of the etheric mind are not pure, are not of a
positive nature, the etheric body must reflect this impurity, and it must
become manifested upon the material body. Therefore healing can only take
place in this manner.
If you will remember the incidence of Jesus sending out his disciples to
teach and to perform miracles, you will remember they returned unto Him
saying they could not remove the illness from this body that they
encountered, that they had followed the laws that He had given them and
this they had not been able to overcome, and Jesus told them that this must
be overcome with much prayer and fasting. It must be done through
concentration first and contact being formed with the etheric mind, and after
this contact has been made, a purification of the etheric body, and then
physical healing wold take place. Jesus understood these laws and he was
able to heal therefore. There is not an instance in the whole of the history of
Jesus' manifestation when he endeavored to heal a physical body, that he did
not attain immediately perfection. But as I say, he knew and understood the
whole of the law. We wishing each of you to use every portion of your Godgiven gift, desire to give you a fuller understanding of the basic laws
governing healing of the body, that the way might not at any time be blocked
for you to perform that which to your capacity you are capable of doing.
There are many forms of spirit healing. There is a form where the medium,
the physical body of the medium, is used merely as a transmitter of the
power, a channel through which it can be magnified and directed to the
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object. A pouring through of this force to another. There is the form of
spiritual healing where the spirit entity enters the physical body and being of
higher vibration is able to transmit more naturally and more freely the
healing force. There is the form of healing where the spirit doctors and
chemists, gathering together, direct this force directly through the psychic
powers of the medium to the physical body. It is not necessary, as Jesus
demonstrated, for the individual receiving healing to be present at the time it
is taking place, and by being present, we mean with the medium. It takes far
less power and in the majority of instances, is of far greater force, if the body
is within reach of the medium's hands, that through the living organism, the
living power might be supplied, but it is also possible for the mind of the
spirit seeking healing, to be touched and opened to receive without physical
contact being made. But that which we wish to stress above all else at this
time of speaking, is the necessity of gaining the understanding that the
physical body is but a covering of the spirit. It would be as though you
polished an apple until it shone and yet did not open to find inside it was
rotten. It is but a husk covering the kernel and it is the kernel that must be
germinated if it is to grow and bring forth harvest. Therefore when you give
healing to an individual, send it not to the physical body, to the covering you
see, but send it to the very soul and mind of that spirit, and if you will do this
you will find that many times the results will truly astound you. You will
find that you have come in rapport with the mind of spirit and the Mind of
the Creative Force, that you have formed a trinity and through this an open
channel has been established, that that which you are asking the name of
God and good will truly be performed.
Healing as all other gifts is very much of a simplicity. It is not complex,
only as man himself makes it. You have a great curative force that
surrounds and permeates the whole of your earth plane. You have in each
individual manifesting in physical body a channel for the channeling for this
force, and if the current is freed, if there is no obstruction before it, all things
will be carried with it.
When you place hands upon another or send out thoughts of healing to
another individual, see them encompassed in love. Hold the thought until
your very being surges with it, until you feel a great desire with to see this
portion of yourself once again renewed. Then release it to this force,
thanking the Creator that another portion of Himself has been opened to
receive a renewing. As I say, if you will do this you will be amazed at that
which will come forth. These are the laws that Jesus knew and practiced.
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This is that which each and every one desirous of helping his fellowman in a
physical sense must also understand. We might say unto you as did Jesus
unto the seventy "Go forth and use that which you have learned. Take that
which you know and make of it a help to your fellowman. Give thought
unto him, unto the troubles that beset him, and in so-doing, this power
flowing through our own body will revitalize and rebuild and renew that you
might gain and hold for future times, strength needed, for the many times
you will be called upon to use this gift. Your world is full of suffering,
suffering that is manifested in crippled bodies caused by disordered souls.
Set the spirit and the mind in the right channel and the ills of the body will
take care of themselves.
This is the key. Seek eagerly and earnestly to unlock the door. White Lily
hopes that it has been a help to you, that you have gained a greater
understanding of this law, and greater desire and determination to use this
greatest of all gifts, the healing force of God. White Lily asks a blessing
upon all these assembled. She asks that the love of God in all portions enter
deep within, and that each and every one may go forth and manifest unto all
others kindness and charity, that love, happiness, contentment will ever by
your portion and that you will ever live with abiding peace.
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